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 Okay…so where to begin? Well, for me personally I wish we could have started the conference 

with Dr Misty Adoniou’s amazingly inspiring and thought-provoking address, which happened to 

be the Closing Plenary. Her words cut deep in many ways – “don’t forget to marvel at yourself” 

“wise old dogs and young new pups must work together” and, most importantly, “don’t forget to 

be the kind of teacher you wanted to be!” Clearly, Misty is an accomplished academic in her 

own right (a master of language, if you will) however she has the innate ability to convey 

meaning in such an empathic, simplistic and heartwarming way! She’s truly an inspiration and 

my favourite speaker from the weekend.  

 

I strongly believe that all too often we get so caught up in the day-to-day demands of the 

curriculum and simply trying to ‘fit’ everything in, that we can lose sight of what’s most important, 

and that’s to foster a love of learning! The conference theme “Weaving worlds with words and 

wonder” is a perfect example of how imagination and creativity – along with sound knowledge 

and theory - must be an integral part of education. The vast array of speakers all brought with 

them something different and innovating. It was a breath of fresh air! However, as this is only a 

brief report, I will not be recalling each and every keynote, workshop or presentation that I 

attended, but rather give a summary of what I consider to be highlights of the conference for 

me…  

Our Minister for Education, Dr Susan Close MP, opened the 3-day conference by reiterating the 

importance of children needing to be literate – which is fundamental to their future success. Dr 

Close was refreshingly honest by admitting that she did not take English in her matriculating 

year (due to having an earlier, unpleasant experience with a particular teacher!) I think we can 

all take something from this because in life we’re always going to encounter conflict or 

differences in opinion, but we can use this to our advantage and learn from it.  

 

The Plenary Keynote “Literary and imagination: schools as wondering places and spaces?” was 

delivered by Professor Barbara Comber and essentially reinforced that it is difficult for teachers 

to just ‘get on with it’ in light of the overwhelming demands placed on them. For example, the 

many rules and regulations imposed and the extreme inequalities that exist. Professor Comber 

explained that even in an affluent country such as Australia, poverty is ever present. Children 

need much more than a basic education to really flourish in society, however this is severely 
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compromised when ‘fickle’ literacies are the norm and not much ‘real’ learning is going on in 

classrooms.  

 

Teachers must encourage ‘wonderment’ and real literacy such as marveling, speculating, 

doubting, questioning and pondering. Also, diversity should be explored and celebrated. 

“Schools are a meeting place and a place of thrown togetherness!” she said. “Children bring 

different knowledge and experiences to the classroom.”  

 

On Friday afternoon – just before enjoying a delicious buffet lunch – I attended a session called 

“Teachers as Writers: What do teachers write?” presented by Dr Muriel Wells and Dr Damien 

Lyons. It was very enlightening because even though I secretly consider myself a ‘writer’ I do 

have difficulty believing that I am actually any good at it? Despite having a fairly strong 

command of the English language, I still wonder whether my ‘writing’ would be accepted by my 

fellow teachers and, ultimately, effective enough for young children (the most perfect critics) to 

enjoy? It’s a work in progress…watch this space!  

 

The study conducted by Dr Wells and Dr Lyons found that there were three main reasons 

teachers write: for pleasure (creative/informative/reflective); work related (for use in the 

classroom); and professionally (beyond the classroom). “Teachers who write have the capacity 

to weave worlds with word and wonder in ways that are powerful and interconnected” they said. 

Simply put, it means that teachers who are prepared to take risks as writers themselves, will 

have a better understanding and appreciation of their students as writers. Indeed.  

 

Following lunch, I attended a workshop with Wendy Bean from Reading Australia, who are a 

company that ‘champion’ Australian authors and illustrators. Their exciting and informative 

resources are (designed by teachers for teachers) for the primary classroom and include over 

100 titles. They’re mapped to the Australian Curriculum; supports members with links that are 

relevant to texts; provides links to Indigenous culture and language; logically sequenced; 

provides opportunities for formative assessment; and there is an emphasis on visual literacy. 

“Oral language is important in becoming a better reader” Wendy explained.  

 

The last, most eagerly anticipated, keynote I attended for the day was ‘Minions’ of Ways to 

Weave Worlds of Words and Wonder by QUT Associate Professor, Beryl Exley. In my opinion, it 

definitely rates as the most creative and most entertaining presentation from the entire 
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conference. Sure, it covered important aspects such as the pedagogical rights of a child (ie 

education is not just about sitting in a conventional classroom and spitting out results!) but it was 

the cleverly considered use of the Minions movie in which Beryl based her presentation that 

really captivated the audience. Without going into too much detail, I’ll just say that it has made 

me look at the Minions in a whole new light. It also reinforces the premise that “language is for 

interaction; a good narrative is persuasive; and it’s not always what you say, but how you say it!” 

Absolutely! Thank you for your perceptiveness, Beryl.  

 

Barely before the sun had even risen on Saturday morning, I had the absolute pleasure of 

enjoying a Literary Breakfast with well-known children’s author, Phil Cummings. And what a 

charming and honest human being he is! To be able to gain an insight into the inspiration 

behind many of his beloved and well known books, was an experience I’ll always treasure. I, 

too, have aspirations of writing children’s books one day…perhaps in my retirement (Oops! Did I 

just say that out loud?!) I’ll be sure to think of my friend Phil (I like to think that we’re friends now 

– he even personally signed books for my appreciative young sons!)  

 

International speaker John Yandell presented “Young baggage, disobedient wretch! Playing in 

the space of English” to a packed audience in City Rooms 1, 2 & 3. What an intriguing, 

somewhat offbeat character John seems to be! His thick English accent had me captivated and 

hanging off every word he had to say. I thoroughly enjoyed his views on ‘classrooms being 

complex places’ and ‘teachers allowing their students to express themselves in different and/or 

individual ways!’ I also really related to his analogy of the Julie Andrew’s song “I feel pretty” 

describing the story of a teenage Palestinian boy dressing in drag (in front of his entire class) to 

portray his understanding of the Shakespearean classic Romeo and Juliet. This truly represents 

what John says in that we should be “reflective practitioners; not quick to conform to static 

government/department expectations!” Bravo John. Bravo.  

 

I also had the pleasure of attending another International speaker, American resident Melanie 

Shoffner, who’s presentation was entitled “The stories we tell: The power of fictional 

representations of teachers” Yet again I was blown away by the captivating talk from Melanie 

(perhaps I am a sucker for foreign accents?) She presented a series of short You Tube videos 

portraying stereotypical teachers in the movies. For example, Robin Williams in Dead Poets 

Society, Michelle Pfeiffer in Dangerous Minds and the amusingly forthright Mrs Krabappel, from 

the animated TV show The Simpsons. “We are learning from these fictional teachers, reading 
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the texts of popular culture and in engaging in a public pedagogy that continually shapes our 

understanding of the teacher, both real and imagined” declares Melanie. I couldn’t agree more. 

There’s a lot to be said about the influence of media and how it’s interpreted.  

 

Perhaps the real beauty of going to conferences such as these though, is the opportunity for 

networking. On Saturday afternoon I was fortunate enough to have attended two presentations 

by former colleagues from Darwin (well, one was actually a uni buddy years ago!) Pam Adams – 

now currently employed as the Assistant Principal at a Darwin primary school and Georgina 

Sofatzis – now currently working as an Intensive English teacher at an ACT primary school. 

Both ladies delivered an interesting and informative talk, which was based on studies conducted 

at their respective schools. Whilst each study/school had its different elements, the common 

thread between the two sessions was recognising the fact that teachers (particularly early 

career and EAL teachers) need proper support and guidance when planning teaching strategies 

for improving literacy outcomes of their students.  

Day 1: feeling excited & ready to go! (My son’s excited for Kindy…) 

Day 2: my old uni buddy Georgina Sofatzis. It’s been at least 12 years!! 
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Day 2: Literary Breakfast with children’s author, Phil Cummings! My highlight. 

 

Day 3: catching up with former colleague from Darwin, Pam Adams. Nice surprise! 

On Sunday, the final day of the conference, I was particularly intrigued by the name of Dr Jon 

Callow’s historically-rich presentation, which he called “Gnashing terrible teeth, ignoring nosy 

narrators, wondering about wolves and calling Coo-ee across the world – how picture books 

teach reading lessons and life lessons” As the title would suggest, it covered notions such as 

the different orientations of picture books; the power of words; the changing face (as well as 

consistencies) of good picture books through the ages; and how these picture books can shape 

our teaching and learning. Jon is one of those speakers who has you captivated from start to 

finish. I thoroughly enjoyed his presentation.  

 

Professor Chris Walsh’s keynote “How do I teach digital literacies & the Australian Curriculum 

Technologies?” was a real eye opener for me personally. It begs the question ‘Is the future 

uncertain?’ To a large extent, yes it is! Academically then, are we suitably preparing our 

students for the ‘right’ types of employment in the future? Professor Walsh argues that “Literacy 

and English education can no longer be taught on their own. Rather, they need to be part of 

wise, enterprising and challenge-based education to solve real world problems.” He goes on 

further to say that “teachers have an unprecedented opportunity to impact positively on our 

nation’s future by helping children and young people create the kind of  

In conclusion, I can honestly say that the conference was an inciting, illuminating and extremely 

worthwhile experience and I am so very grateful that I had the privilege of being sponsored by 
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the South Australian Teacher Registration Board to enable me to attend. Being a relatively new 

citizen of Adelaide (and a relief teacher) I found this experience to be most beneficial in not only 

being able to expand my own professional knowledge, but to have the unique opportunity of 

being able to network and meet with fellow educators from across Australia and, indeed, the 

world. As for the conference venue – the Adelaide Convention Centre – it is undeniably first 

class and something all South Aussies should be very proud of.  

 

I look forward to my continuing affiliation with the many professional teaching associations 

(particularly ALEA), as well as the numerous professional development providers and resources 

available. I will continue to strive for personal growth, whilst extending my knowledge and 

understanding of this commendable profession we call teaching. What an absolute honour it is 

to be such an important and influential part of a young person’s life!  

 

 
My two young sons with their personally signed books from Phil Cummings. Check out those smiles – a 

couple of happy customers right there! 


